Evolving school finance litigation theory reflects an evolving equal educational opportunity doctrine. Decades ago race and school desegregation litigation forged the initial modern understanding of equal opportunity. More recently, school finance litigation displaced desegregation litigation as the major instrument for enhancing equal educational opportunity. Within the school finance litigation movement equity theory understood equal educational opportunity from the perspective of school resources, principally per pupil spending. Current school finance litigation theory-adequacy-approaches the equal educational opportunity doctrine with an eye towards results, notably student academic achievement. If my central claim that adequacy litigation is the most recent judicial articulation of an evolving equal educational opportunity doctrine is correct, an understanding of adequacy litigation requires some understanding of educational opportunity. Society's unending quest for greater educational opportunity, at least since the mid-twentieth century, implies a robust role for state and federal courts. Advocates' reliance on the courts for a drive toward enhanced educational opportunity, however, places critical-and increasingly uneasy-institutional stress on the judiciary. As a consequence, adequacy litigation's future efficacy relies partly on the equal educational opportunity doctrine's stability as well as the courts' institutional capacity to achieve desired educational policy changes.
I. Introduction
America's quest for greater equal educational opportunity-framed by the nation's historic drive for greater racial equality-presently involves a persistent quest for large sums of money. For example, incident to a successful adequacy lawsuit, 1 three decades and traverses federal and state courts. Because judges and lawyersprompted by litigants-second-guess lawmakers and governors' decisions about public school spending with increased regularity, it is an appropriate moment to pause and reflect upon adequacy litigation and its consequences for education and public policy.
Especially important is what the current school finance terrain in general, and adequacy litigation in particular, imply for the future of educational policymaking, the equal educational opportunity doctrine, and the courts' role in the policymaking enterprise. decisions by a few courts to pull-back from their engagement with school finance reform.
Part six discusses adequacy litigation in the twenty-first century. Although the present run of adequacy litigation will endure until society (once again) reconceptualizes the equal educational opportunity doctrine or the institutional strains on the courts imposed by adequacy lawsuits becomes too great, the prospect of either condition arising anytime in the near future is unlikely.
II. History and Context: School Finance Litigation's Role in the Evolving Equal Educational Opportunity Doctrine
American courts have long recognized the equal educational opportunity doctrine's importance and joined with efforts to enhance it. The courts' sustained engagement with the doctrine has evolved along with the doctrine itself. A brief review of the doctrine's modern history evidences how equal education or, more precisely, the doctrine's judicial articulation of it, has changed over time.
In Brown v. Board of Education, 5 a unanimous Supreme Court described providing education-on equal terms-as a state and local government's most important function. 6 Courts have since echoed similar sentiments. Two decades after Brown, the Supreme Court reaffirmed its "historic dedication to public education," 7 noting education's grave significance as a public and private good. 8 The Court also noted that its view of education and its role in American society reflects widely held public values:
"American people have always regarded education and acquisition of knowledge as matters of supreme importance." by race were inherently unequal.
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The decision helped propel a broader social movement seeking greater racial equality. Brown had the effect of focusing many legal and policy discussions about the equal educational opportunity doctrine through the lens of race. Decades of subsequent school desegregation litigation evidenced this orientation. 11 Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to overstate Brown's impact on American education and society, 12 prevailing wisdom today emphasizes race's centrality to legal and policy debates about education and school reform is waning. The generation-long struggle either assigned to or assumed by the courts to define equal educational opportunity in terms of race has been eclipsed by other concerns, organizing principles, and unifying themes.
A. From Race to Resources: The Emerging Influence of School Finance Litigation on Equal Educational Opportunity
The school finance movement ascended just as the school desegregation movement matured and began to wane. Early school finance litigation, demarked by its focus on resources, understood the equal educational opportunity doctrine to pivot on resources rather than race. From the start, school finance lawsuits targeted the longstanding practice of funding public schools through, in large part, local property taxes.
Variation in property values within a state and, in some instances, taxing efforts, virtually guarantees per pupil spending differences among students. These per pupil spending 10 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) . 11 The literature on equal educational opportunity and school desegregation, already substantial, continues to grow. School finance lawsuits also explicitly or implicitly seek to stimulate increased resources for public schools. This effort reflects a belief that at least some public schools are under-funded. Such a belief rests upon necessarily subjective assumptions. Insofar as children arrive at schools with vastly different educational needs, assessments about whether any given level of per pupil spending is too high or too low pivot almost entirely on one's perspective. Also implicit in the desire to increase educational resources is a belief that greater educational opportunity (defined in terms of student academic achievement) will follow from greater resources.
III. School Finance Litigation: From Equity to Adequacy
The initial wave of school finance lawsuits advanced an equity theory and focused on per pupil spending gaps. Adequacy litigation's attractiveness to the nation's urban districts also helped nudge school finance activists from equity to adequacy litigation. When the early equity lawsuits were initially launched per pupil spending in most urban districts fell below state per pupil averages. Over time, however, per pupil spending in urban districts increased.
As it did, urban districts' appetite for equity lawsuits decreased as they realized they stood to gain little, if anything, through legal efforts to equalize per pupil spending statewide. By defining educational opportunity in terms of student achievement rather than per pupil spending, however, adequacy advocates regained the support of many of the nation's large urban districts. Although urban districts' per pupil spending now exceeds state averages in almost all states, urban districts still struggle mightily in terms of student performance. Consequently, while urban districts had little to gain from equity litigation, these districts have much to gain from successful adequacy litigation. legal theories. The quick transition and distinctive features, however, should not divert attention from the salient, if sometimes subtle, aspects that both legal theories share.
A. Equity v. Adequacy Litigation

What Adequacy and Equity Theory Share
In addition to reflecting evolving conceptions of the equal educational opportunity doctrine, school finance equity and adequacy litigation share critical aspects, including a thirst for and a belief in the role of money, as well as a reliance on the judiciary to generate desired policy outcomes.
a. Money for Remedy
Equity and adequacy lawsuits share a thirst for increased funding and resources as well as a belief that both approaches will enhance educational opportunity. Although equity and adequacy lawsuits approach the task of legally challenging school and district funding systems from decidedly different directions, increased educational resources is the legal remedy of choice for both types of lawsuits. Such a remedy implies a belief that increased educational resources make schools constitutionally equitable or adequate.
The relation between legal theory and remedy in the equity litigation is both straightforward and plausible. One way to reduce per pupil spending gaps is to increase resources in lower-spending districts. Per pupil spending gaps can be reduced by raising the spending floor (what plaintiffs desired) or, as litigants in California and elsewhere have learned, by reducing spending in higher-spending districts. 26 Regardless of which approach policymakers adopted, a robust nexus existed between legal theory and remedy in equity litigation.
[insert cite]
Although adequacy lawsuits also seek increased school funding and resources, the nexus between legal theory and remedy is far less coherent and straightforward.
Unsatisfactory student academic performance animates adequacy lawsuits seeking increased resources. A coherent and precise understanding of the relation between student academic achievement and educational resources, however, remains illusive. The assumption that increasing revenues is necessary to make schools constitutionally adequate-central to adequacy litigation-raises vexingly difficult and complex issues and bumps up against starkly mixed evidence. Exactly what causes some students to perform well and others to perform poorly remains hotly debated. And the empirical relation between student academic achievement and school resources is inconclusive at best. Thus far, a loose consensus focuses on the importance of peers' socioeconomic factors on a student's academic achievement as well as on social behavior. 27 While many also believe that good teachers, strong principals, small schools, small class sizes, and parental involvement can improve student achievement, the significance of these variables remains subject to heated debate. 28 Added to these specific areas of uncertainty is the more general dispute over the extent to which resources correlate with achievement -i.e., over whether money "matters" 29 -and, if it does, how resources influence student achievement.
27 James Coleman was the first to report this, in his famous 1966 study for the (now) Department of Education, which has since become known simply as " This holds true even when substantial resources are provided to these schools. Although several reasons explain why this is so, the key point is the clear and undisputed fact that schools of concentrated poverty almost always perform poorly. Although adequacy litigants' focus on school finance is hardly inapt, a belief that funding levels alone can boost academic achievement-pivotal to adequacy litigation-ignores the rich complexity that characterizes student academic achievement.
The shared and conventional remedial focus-more money-diminishes claims that adequacy lawsuits reflect a revolutionary break from equity lawsuits. To be sure, the sums of money litigants ask for, and sometimes receive, could be considered revolutionary in terms of their size. Regardless of the amount, however, what is curious is that such an unconventional effort to re-traject schools and student learning has not generated innovative, unconventional remedies. Indeed, the complexities surrounding the empirical relation between school spending and student achievement make distinctions between equity and adequacy theory-while plausible in the abstract-less important at a practical level. Simply put, when courts face claims about inadequate education they A defendant in an adequacy lawsuit, in contrast, has far less information about its potential financial exposure. In adequacy lawsuits, unlike in equity lawsuits, students' failure to achieve desired achievement levels and the related gaps in student academic achievement triggers litigation. Because the relation between increased school spending (the desired legal remedy for inadequate schools) and student achievement is not wellsettled, the financial cost of achieving adequacy by increasing achievement for lowperforming students-necessary to reduce the achievement gaps between high and lowperforming students-is not well known. Thus, the upper bound of a state's financial exposure created by a successful adequacy lawsuit similarly is unknown with any meaningful degree of certainty. Indeed, school finance activists seeking judicial assistance extracting increased public investment for public schools should find the combination of theoretically limitless financial exposure and uncertainty about the determinants of student academic achievement especially attractive. This attractiveness further explains school finance litigants' migration from equity to adequacy theory. 
IV. Themes
Adequacy litigation remains prominent among the handful of key developments that have shaped education policy during the past 15 years. Indeed, educational adequacy has become something of a term-of-art that already transcends lawsuits and courtrooms.
Adequate education as a concept informs current education policy and reform discourse.
If anything, adequacy litigation's import and centrality will likely increase over time for the foreseeable future.
Just as important as what adequacy litigation sets out to achieve as a movement, however, are the consequences that flow from it. These consequences include moral hazard incident to leveraging classroom failure into legal success, incentives for states to dilute educational standards, and institutional stress on courts seeking to stimulate or implement (or both) school finance reform.
A. Adequacy lawsuits leverage the standards and assessments movement, including NCLB, in a way that transforms failure in the classroom into success in the courtroom Adequacy lawsuits gathered critical momentum once they were joined with the standards and assessments movement. Since the mid-1980s, incident to The Nation At states possess virtually complete control over the mechanisms that determine whether its students and schools achieve adequate yearly progress. Moreover, NCLB does not itself impose a common student proficiency metric across all states. Indeed, the absence of a common metric frustrates comparisons between or among states.
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At its core NCLB leverages state-created standards and assessments, increases transparency by disseminating data on progress, and imposes consequences for insufficient progress. NCLB currently requires that districts test students in grades 3 through 8 in reading and math. 43 Schools also must report and disseminate test results for all students as well as for various student subgroups that contain a minimum number of students. 44 A sliding scale of NCLB-specific consequences befalls any school that does not achieve adequate yearly progress. 45 Thus, a school's failure to achieve sufficient student achievement and progress generates liability under federal law. The full contour of NCLB liability was not fully appreciated, however, until school finance activists began to advance inadequate yearly progress under NCLB as conclusive legal proof of inadequate education in school finance litigation. 
The Kansas Example
B. The specter of adequacy litigation exposure induces states to dilute their student proficiency standards.
Potential liability from school finance adequacy lawsuits fueled, partly, by a school's inability to achieve adequate yearly progress under NCLB will prompt some states to dilute their student academic proficiency standards. Notwithstanding the federal government's direct and significant involvement with K-12 education through NCLB, primary and secondary education endures as principally a state and local governmental concern. Indeed, notwithstanding NCLB, states retain the ability to set their own student achievement standards that interact with federal requirements for academic progress, so long as state standards receive formal U.S. Department of Education approval. Prior to 1989 many states engaged in something resembling a "race-to-the-top" in terms of developing and implementing rigorous student achievement standards and goals. The emergence of adequacy litigation, fueled by state standards and assessments and NCLB consequences, has transformed a "race-to-the-top" into an emerging "race-to-thebottom." Financial exposure flowing from adequacy lawsuits (as well as the independent adverse consequences to states and local school districts flowing from NCLB) has induced states to roll-back their student standards.
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When many states initiated efforts to articulate desired student academic proficiency in the early and mid-1980s they did so without the specter of federal liability under NCLB, or exposure to adequacy lawsuits. Today, such liability and exposure disquiet many policymakers and assuredly influences standards setting or tinkering and, if nothing else, generates a dilemma. States with rigorous proficiency standards are more likely to fail to achieve adequate yearly progress (AYP), trigger NCLB consequences, 59 See generally James E. to a legal judgment against the state in excess of $14 billion. In light of the immense financial exposure generated by a successful adequacy lawsuit, it is no surprise to find many states revisiting their commitment to high academic standards.
C. Successful Adequacy Lawsuits Inevitably Trigger vigorous political disputes that bog down legal remedy implementation
Successful adequacy lawsuits generate political opposition and resistance that impede implementation of court orders. Sources of political opposition and resistance include the obvious: state lawmakers and policymakers. Many lawmakers and policymakers resent outside (that is, judicial) intrusion into their budgeting processes.
State budgeting is a high-wire act during the best of fiscal times. When budgets are 62 Id. 63 Id.
tightening or contracting, the political tradeoffs incident to the budgeting process can be especially unpleasant. A court order with potentially dramatic budgetary implications can bother even lawmakers otherwise partial to school finance reform. In the world of public budget-making where delicacy and nuance often rein, a court order raising serious budgetary issues can be an especially blunt instrument.
A second source of political opposition and resistance to adequacy lawsuits is less obvious: suburbanites. At a general level, suburbanites will assuredly resist efforts designed to challenge their ability to control the fiscal destiny of their public schools.
Unlike the threat posed by judicially-mandated busing during the school desegregation era that implicated suburbs' control over who attended their schools, the principle threat posed by adequacy litigation is financial. Suburbanites care a great deal about preserving the ability to control their schools as well as how their property tax revenues are spent.
As adequacy litigation continues and judgments mount, suburban and taxpayer resistance will continue to stiffen.
Policymakers will need to account for suburban resistance for one simple reason: raw political power. In most state legislatures, which almost always participate in the development of new school funding policies after courts have ruled existing policies unconstitutional, suburban lawmakers hold the balance of power. 64 Influence over the legislative response to an adverse court ruling flows from such political power.
Illustrations of suburban influence occurred in such states as New Jersey and Texas when they sought to redistribute existing funds from comparatively wealthier suburban districts 64 to lower-spending districts. The well-documented suburban opposition in those states generated considerable additional complexity to the school finance challenge.
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V. Recent Hints of Judicial Humility
The institutional stresses imposed by adequacy lawsuits on courts as well as the sometimes vigorous opposition to judicial mandates involving education spending may help explain emerging hints of increasing judicial humility. Judicial humility in the school finance context comes in three main flavors. First, some state courts simply refuse to participate. For example, state courts in Illinois and Rhode Island, when confronted with school finance challenges (either based in equity or adequacy theory) to their respective state constitutional requirements, declined jurisdiction and located refuge in the political question doctrine.
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The political question doctrine supplies at least two safe harbors for courts disinclined to resolve school finance disputes. First, a court can decide "not to decide"
by concluding that the state constitution possesses a "textually demonstrable commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department." 67 Such a commitment flows from state constitutional text and either expressly, implicitly, or structurally directs school finance matters to the legislative branch.
When confronted with a school finance challenge the Illinois Supreme Court pointed to concerns about trenching onto legislatures' terrain as one reason to decline plaintiff's invitation to strike down the state's school finance system. The Illinois Constitution's education clause guarantees to its citizens an "efficient system of high quality public educational institutions and services." 68 In Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, 69 although the court cited to numerous grounds for upholding a lower court dismissal of plaintiff's challenge, the court remarked: "Nor is education a subject within the judiciary's field of expertise, such that a judicial role in giving content to the education guarantee might be warranted. Rather, the question of educational quality is inherently one of policy involving philosophical and practical considerations that call for the exercise of legislative and administrative discretion." 70 To hold otherwise, the court warned, would "largely deprive the members of the general public of a voice in a matter which is close to the hearts of all individuals in Illinois."
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Second, even where a court is persuaded that school finance disputes are not committed to other branches of government, a court can nonetheless still decline jurisdiction by concluding that it lacks "judicially discoverable and manageable standards" to resolve the conflict. 72 More specifically, some courts have concluded that judicially operationalizing such notions as "equal" and "adequacy" in the school finance context resist easy consensus. Sundlum 75 when it resisted the plaintiff's desire to engage the court in an effort to re-craft Rhode Island's school finance system. The court concluded that it could discern no standards that would assist the court in the task of discerning whether "equal" or "adequate" education was provided to the plaintiffs. Moreover, the court declined to undertake the task of judicially crafting such standards as such an endeavor risked injecting the court into a "morass comparable to the decades-long struggle of the It is at this precise point where school finance litigation enters a critical stage. On the one hand, such litigation can follow the "New Jersey" path and risk a multi-decade struggle among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches over school finance turf.
New Jersey's saga-still, ongoing after more than three decades-is well chronicled.
The situation unfolding in New York appears destined to follow its neighbor's path. 
VI. Conclusion: Adequacy Litigation Into the Twenty-First Century
Regardless of adequacy litigation's similarities to and differences from equity litigation, adequacy lawsuits presently inform current education policy and reform discourse and will likely do so for the foreseeable future. Consequently, assessing how adequacy litigation might fare in the twenty-first century warrants discussion. Two factors could dislodge adequacy litigation from its current central position within educational policy discourse. First, the equal educational opportunity doctrine could evolve once again and in a manner that diminishes the importance of student resources.
Second, courts, citing institutional capacity or separation of power concerns, might increasingly balk at requests to help restructure school funding systems. While either factor might diminish adequacy litigation in the future, however, neither factor appears likely to do so at the moment.
To be sure, the Equal Educational Opportunity Doctrine is dynamic and continues to evolve. The doctrine has changed in fundamental ways since its initial modern judicial articulation in the Brown decision. Recent history evidences that such transitions do not take place instantly, but rather over time and after effort. The transition from race to resources took place as the school desegregation movement waned and school finance litigation ascended. Although the transition from school finance equity to adequacy theory was more abrupt, the analytic line separating the two theories is far from clear.
Such transitions alter how courts construe the equal opportunity doctrine, albeit sometimes subtly.
The equal educational opportunity doctrine's past changes imply future changes.
While continued changes are perhaps inevitable, what the doctrine will look like in the future is unclear. The absence of clarity presents the possibility that equal educational opportunity might develop in a way that diminishes the importance of the link between per-pupil financial inputs and student academic achievement. Should such a development arise it would diminish the analytical force of school finance adequacy litigation. Of course, the current prominence of the presumed link between student resources and achievement (despite more ambiguous social science evidence) reduces the probability of equal education opportunity doctrine evolving in such a manner, at least anytime soon.
An increase in judicial reluctance to trench more deeply into educational policymaking would similarly diminish adequacy's centrality to school reform. Such judicial reluctance could flow from either practical or institutional concerns about judicial capacity or more theoretically-moored reluctance flowing from separation of powers concerns. At some point, perhaps, state lawmakers frustrated by judicial involvement may simply try to amend state constitutions in a way that removes or reduces state education guarantees in an effort to reduce judicial activity in school finance policymaking. Such an effort, if successful, would diminish the legal salience of school finance litigation.
The likelihood of courts ceding jurisdiction over school finance litigation due to institutional capacity concerns, however, is far from certain. Existing evidence is decidedly split; clear trends elude. The Hancock decision in Massachusetts could just as easily signal a potential judicial reluctance to trench too deeply into educational policymaking. At the same time, Hancock might simply be a brief diversion of a trend toward increased judicial engagement with school finance issues.
Consequently, school finance adequacy litigation's centrality in education reform and policy discourse is unlikely to recede anytime soon. If anything, in the immediate future adequacy litigation is likely to strengthen due to its interactions with NCLB. That NCLB reinforces the salience of school finance adequacy litigation for states, of course, teems with irony. The federal legislative effort seeks to re-invigorate equal educational opportunity by, in part, structurally imposing on states standards, assessments, and the dissemination of probative data. Failure to achieve adequate progress generates actual consequences culminating in parental options to depart failing public schools. The application of NCLB, however, generates an evidentiary platform that further enables litigants to mount successful adequacy lawsuits. Although many dispute the costs imposed on states through NCLB, one undisputed cost is a state's increased exposure to an adequacy lawsuit.
